Insight of endo-1,4-xylanase II from Trichoderma reesei: conserved water-mediated H-bond and ion pairs interactions.
Endo-1,4-Xylanase II is an enzyme which degrades the linear polysaccharide beta-1,4-xylan into xylose. This enzyme shows highest enzyme activity around 55 °C, even without being stabilized by the disulphide bridges. A set of nine high resolution crystal structures of Xylanase II (1.11-1.80 Å) from Trichoderma reesei were selected and analyzed in order to identify the invariant water molecules, ion pairs and water-mediated ionic interactions. The crystal structure (PDB-id: 2DFB) solved at highest resolution (1.11 Å) was chosen as the reference and the remaining structures were treated as mobile molecules. These structures were then superimposed with the reference molecule to observe the invariant water molecules using 3-dimensional structural superposition server. A total of 37 water molecules were identified to be invariant molecules in all the crystal structures, of which 26 invariant molecules have hydrogen bond interactions with the back bone of residues and 21 invariant water molecules have interactions with side chain residues. The structural and functional roles of these water molecules and ion pairs have been discussed. The results show that the invariant water molecules and ion pairs may be involved in maintaining the structural architecture, dynamics and function of the Endo-1,4-Xylanase II.